












Unlock the Power of PreSales

PreSales becomes the masters of their destiny.
The story behind the story.



Unlock the Power of PreSales

What does Hero's latest Product Release have 
to do with the Comic Book?

At Vivun, we do releases differently. To bring our latest developments to market in a creative new light, 
we’ve coined the concept of Product Stories. They include a rich narrative, original artwork, fun 
merchandise, and NFTs whose proceeds are donated for great causes. Each volume represents a new 
phase of innovation, and we capture the value it provides to our customers in a comic book illustrated 
by a world-class artist.

Hero Vol. 2: PreSales Becomes the Masters of Their Own Destiny 

While Hero Volume 1 depicted how Vivun amplifies the strategic impact of PreSales with the power of 
artificial intelligence and machine learning, Volume 2 shows that PreSales teams are at their best 
when given greater visibility and autonomy. 

With self-service administrative controls, tailored views providing critical information, and a 
rules-based process for resource requests, PreSales leaders can now keep their teams focused on 
what matters most and get a clear view of what's needed to drive success. 

https://vivun.threadless.com/
https://vivun.threadless.com/
https://opensea.io/Vivun
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At the beginning of Hero Volume 2, we see M and his team are in an office surrounded by the Agents 
of Corporate Inertia, overloaded with requests and struggling to prioritize effectively. The sheer 
volumes of data generated by modern technology companies can be overwhelming—Hero offers a 
way for PreSales teams to clearly see what matters most, and filter out the rest. 

How the Vol. 2 Metaphors Map to Real 
Capabilities in Hero by Vivun®

Stay focused on your most important work 

Get a real-time view of your team’s deals and what's needed to win them. Hero provides Tailored 
Views and Team Analytics to help PreSales leaders and individual contributors quickly pull up the 
information that's most relevant to their work. PreSales team members can immediately access their 
views, their way—such as the opportunities they're working on, their primary competitors, and results 
quarter-over-quarter. Leaders gain insights that highlights where they can coach their teams to spend 
more time and optimize their strategies. 
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Take full ownership of your team's processes with Autonomous Admin 

PreSales teams using CRM customizations rely on overburdened Sales Ops and IT teams to make 
platform changes or pull data for insights. Rather than add to an ever-growing request list for these 
teams, Hero's Autonomous Admin capabilities provide a self-service platform for PreSales that 
empowers them to keep up with an ever-changing sales process, while staying true to your 
organization's Salesforce permissions.  

After having his powers awakened by 
Hero, M is able to fight back against 
the Agents of Corporate inertia. 
PreSales requests are often buried 
by the urgent demands other 
departments. 

Through the self-service 
administration in Hero by Vivun®, 
PreSales leaders can quickly update 
and optimize their teams 
work—enabling them to be more 
strategic while also relieving burdens 
for their partners in Sales Ops and IT. 
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Streamline opportunity assignments and drive cross-functional alignment 
using Team Member Requests

As cross-functional experts, PreSales are often asked to problem-solve across multiple departments, 
often at the cost of time spent on winning revenue and an unbalanced workload for team members. Hero 
streamlines the process of deploying PreSales resources by allowing PreSales leaders to set up a 
rules-based process for Team Member Requests. This request functionality can also be used outside 
the PreSales team to drive alignment between multiple departments on what resources are needed to 
win a deal—with Product, Engineering, Customer Success, and more. 

M and his team stand triumphantly as they join Hero and the others in the real world. No longer trapped 
by an unending cycle of resource requests, PreSales is able to keep their workloads balanced. With a 
process for Team Member Requests, PreSales can take a more deliberate approach to assisting their 
partners in Sales and other departments with what's needed to deliver the best experience and earn 
the business. 
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Feature Highlights in Hero Volume 2

Tailored Views 

Get real-time visibility into your deals and what's needed to 
win them. See what matters most, and filter out the rest. 

Autonomous Admin

Empower PreSales to make process adjustments without 
waiting for help via self-service administrative controls.

Team Member Requests 

Streamline deployment of PreSales resources and drive 
cross-functional alignment to win deals.

Team Analytics

Get deep insights into PreSales impact and effectiveness with 
clear metrics for win rates, efficiency, velocity, and more. 

Schedule a demo at 
https://vivun.com/demo-request

https://vivun.com/demo-request

